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ABSTRACT
Micro-RNA (miRNA) is a small non-coding RNA molecule (22 nucleotides) found in plants, animals and some viruses,
which regulates the expression of protein coding genes (target gene) by degrading or repressing the translation of its
mRNA. For the regulation of target gene, in some cases micro RNA binds fully with mRNA, whereas in other cases it
binds only through a specific conserved region in it, called the seed. These seeds having very specific location and size
comprise of highly conserved nucleotide sequences. In this paper we have used a unsupervised computational technique
to find out those seeds without using the biology of micro-RNA. Our method successfully managed to find 252 known
seeds and also suggested a set of probable candidate for other conserved sequence, which can be used as a template for
experiment.
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INTRODUCTION
The Human Genome Project has revolutionized our perspectives
towards understanding biological processes. The subsequent
progress in computational capabilities has given new horizons
to the biologists (Ideker et al, 2001). Where initially we could
only study one gene or molecule at a time, we now have come
all the way up to whole genome level (DNA and RNA). We are
now in a better position to understand the concept of central
dogma and study it in all its intricate details, as a result of which
we can envisage an era of personalized medicine (Hamburg and
Collins, 2010). Deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) is an essential part
of known form of life, which carries the ‘genetic information’
and it conveys through a series of steps, called the central
dogma. Specific portions of DNA, called genes, are transcribed
into mRNAs which in turn convert into functional proteins
that ultimately carry out the respective traits of life processes.
Human DNA has around 20-25 thousand protein coding genes
(International Human Genome Sequencing Consortium,
2004), but not all of them must be active simultaneously at
any given time. There is an intricate system of mechanisms
dedicated entirely to regulating the gene expression and those
mechanisms are primarily propagated through the so called
‘non-protein coding’ genes, also called the RNA-genes, since
they give rise to those RNAs that do not result into proteins.
One such category of RNA is called the micro-RNA (Lu et al,
2005). These 22 (approximately) base pair long single stranded

microRNAs have their respective target genes which they
regulate by binding with the concerned mRNAs, completely or
partially.
It has been suggested (Felekkis et al, 2010) that a single
micro-RNA can regulate up to 100 different genes in humans.
Approximately 30% of all the genes are regulated only through
micro-RNA (Lewis et al, 2005), which makes them a center
of wide spread attention over a large section of scientific
community. The first reporting of miRNA was done by Victor
Ambros’s lab in 1993 (Lee et al, 1993). Over the last couple
of decades there has been a large body of work on micro-RNA
target genes and their regulatory mechanisms.
The general mechanism of biogenesis of micro-RNA is well
understood (Bartel, 2004; MacFarlane and Murphy, 2010).
It originates at the nucleus from its primary transcript, called
‘primary micro-RNA’ which is later processed by an enzyme,
called DROSHA and converted into a 70-100 base pair long
structure called precursor micro-RNA. The precursor microRNA molecule then migrates from the nucleus to cytoplasm,
where it is diced by another enzyme called DICER and
eventually becomes a mature micro-RNA. Furthermore, in
order to regulate the target genes, there exists a very specific
region within the mature micro-RNA that must bind with the
target mRNAs, either completely or in some cases partially.
This binding region within the micro-RNA is known as seed
region, which normally lies between 1st to 8th positions of micro-
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RNA from the 5’ end (Lewis et al, 2003). The seed regions in all
the miRNAs are highly specific and their sequences are known
to be con-served (Bartel, 2009). The exact position and length
of miRNA is debatable (6-8 mers) but in higher mammals,
consensus with 2nd to 8th position (7-mers) from the 5’ end
(Lewis et al, 2005; MacFarlane and Murphy, 2010; Marin et
al, 2013).
In spite of the extensive studies on miRNA, which led to
obtaining a large number of seed region sequences, we are still
far away from having a complete set of identified seed sequences
of all the existing miRNAs in humans. In this paper, we have
suggested a distinct information theoretic approach to identify
specific motifs within the known miRNA sequences that might
correspond to the identified seed sequences. Further on, our
method gives us many more significant sub-sequences that might
pro-vide us glimpses onto large number of yet undiscovered
seed sequences. Our results show that a significantly large
number of seed region sequences can actually be identified
as motifs based on purely information theoretic segmentation
of the known miRNA sequences. We also determine a large
number of unidentified motifs, which might serve as possible
candidates for the unknown seed region sequences.
MATERIAL AND METHODS
For our analysis we have used two kinds of data sets, one is
mature micro-RNA data of Humans and the other one is microRNA seed data of same. Mature micro-RNA data has been
collected from miRBase (Griffiths-Jones et al, 2008), which is a
micro-RNA sequence and annotation database. It is managed by
Griffiths-Jones lab at the Faculty of Life Sciences, University
of Manchester. In the database we found 2588 different mature
micro-RNA sequence of humans whose average length is 22
base pair long with minimum 16 and maximum 28 base pair
(date of access: June 23rd, 2016). The other data (Human microRNA seed) has been collected from TargetScan (Agarwal et al,
2015) (date of access: July 7th, 2016), which is a web server that
predicts biological targets of micro-RNAs by searching for the
presence of sites that match the seed region of each miRNA.
This server is regularly updated and improved by the laboratory
of David Bartel and the Bioinformatics & Research Computing
Group of Whitehead Institute. Here we acquired 2061 human
micro-RNA seeds, which we are using to compare with our
predicated conserved motif.
Since all the known seed sequences are 7 nucleotide long,
we were interested only in obtaining conserved motifs that
are specifically 7-mers. We segmented the mature microRNA sequences into significant sub sequences based on the
mutual information. Mutual information, which is a measure
of association (Martin and Jurafsky, 2015), was developed by
Church and Hanks (Church and Hanks, 1989). The point wise
mutual in-formation (PMI) tells us how often two events x and y
occur simultaneously, with respect to what is expected when they
are independent events. In contrast of mutual information(MI),
PMI refers to single events, whereas MI refers to the average
of all events. In other words it is a quantitative measure of joint
occurrence probability of two events divided by multiple of
independent probabilities of their occurrence. It is computed as:
I ( x, y ) = log 2

P ( x, y )

P ( x) P ( y)

For segmentation of a given miRNA sequence, first we calculated
the point wise mutual information of each consecutive pair
of nucleotides within that miRNA sequence by using above
formula, while considering the all pair statistics of the entire
miRNA database. Then we replace the high PMI-scoring pair
of empirical miRNA sequence with a new meta-sign Xi (where
i is number of replacement) and the resulting sequence length
will be one less than the original sequence length. We repeat
the above procedure until the full sequence gets converted into
a single new meta-sign. If sequence length is l then number of
replacements will be l 1. Then we unfold the meta-sign into a
full binary tree, as represented by Figure 1, where each node (Xi)
is a result of each meta-sign replacement of high PMI-scoring
pair. Here leaf nodes indicate the empirical miRNA sequence
whereas other nodes than leaf nodes represents the different
sub-sequence of different length. But as mentioned above, in
our study we are only focused on the nodes with sub-sequences
of length 7 (in presented Figure 1 node number X11).
RESULTS
Our study segments all mature micro-RNA sequences into
several significant sub-sequences based on their association
(point wise mutual information). These sub-sequences can vary
in length. In accordance with the known length of seed regions
of miRNA, we only consider the sub-sequences of length 7.
Figure 1 shows the tree node number X11 representing a sub
sequence of length 7. For the full database (described in material
and methods section) we got total 1126 7 mers, where many of
them appear multiple times, thus the total unique number of 7
mers is 754. Out of all these 754 7 mers, a significant 252 match
fully with the known micro-RNA seeds, which is almost one
third of total number of significant 7 mers (252 out of 754).
This has been schematically represented in Figure 2 by a Venn
diagram. Figure 3 represents the number of embedded known
seed, if we consider n mers 7 or more. The maximum length of
n mers we have considered is 16 because; the minimum length
of mature micro-RNA obtained from miRBase for our study is
16 nucleotide long.

Figure 1. Segmentation tree of a micro-RNA sequence of human
genome. Segmentation has been done based on the mutual information
(measure of association, detail described in method section II) of
adjacent nucleotide pairs of micro-RNA sequence. Each node (metasign xi 18) represents the sub sequence(motif) while all have also
mentioned with its significance level, p-value.
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using any positional information whereas earlier methods are
mainly based on position. Our method gives a set of significant
sub-sequence, among which one third are seed sequence,
furthermore, even if some of the significant sub-sequences
do not actually occur in the seed regions, the high degree of
conservation in these sequences strongly suggests some form of
latent functional importance to them, which is yet to be found
out through experiment.
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